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Ho Rui An (HRA): Fear is the thread that seems to run through most of your 
works. What’s interesting for me is that you always seem to interpret fear as 
an affective relation towards a certain absence or void rather than towards 
something that is directly sensible. This notion of the radical indeterminacy of 
the object of fear seems to be becoming more prominent in your recent works. 
In Ultrasound, for instance, the ultrasounds you painted of a shopping mall 
that has supposedly been inundated by earth from surrounding forests are 
akin to an attempt to map out something that can’t quite be seen directly, 
hence the need for a technological supplement. How would you relate this to 
what you are exploring in 72? 
 
Genevieve Chua (GC): 72 started with my research into geomancy and how 
people use objects to calculate fortunes. I was interested in the small margins 
of variations in these objects, such that a very slight difference in interpretation can 
result in colossal damage or rampant paranoia. There is something quite frightening 
about these dice being instruments for fortunetelling since they are not perfectly 
formed. At the same time, there is the tragic premise that is people’s need to know 
their futures and how they grapple with predictions of an apocalypse or smaller 
tragedies, whether true or false, in the past, present and future. 
 
HRA: This talk about fortunes and futures bring up another aspect of your 
practice that is your interest in narratives. Or maybe it’s more accurate to say 
that it’s not narrative itself, but structures of narrativity that interest you, seen 
in how, in both Raised as a Pack of Wolves and Full Moon and Foxes, the 
audience is never given the full story but is instead given a structure through 
which they can construct the story by themselves with the little hints that each 
image offers. How do you go about constructing these structures? 
 
GC: There is no beginning or end in these structures. Being static images, 
they have to be read within the coordinates of a contained layout as opposed 
to a left-to-right manner of presentation. In Wolves, the images are arranged 
within an invisible grid. This grid is an instrument for fastening things together 
so that it can be read in a non-linear fashion. While each image has its 
evocative powers, as a whole, there is never a climax in the story. 
This grid operates like a kind of yantra. The yantra, for me, is a cage that 
locks many incantations together so as to activate their charge. A sak yant, or 
a multi-headed hevajra sculpture, for example, helps one focus visually during 
meditation because its symmetry and repetition of form creates a radial 
perspective leading to an elusive central point-of-origin. I say elusive because 
symmetry and exact repetition is actually unattainable in real life. It is an 
optical illusion which serves no purpose except to draw you into an endless 
loop. It is also very, very difficult to make an object symmetrical if you want to 
make or draft it by hand. In 72, these dice would initially appear calculated and 
familiar. Anyone who knows geometry will be able to identify some of the shapes as 
platonic solids, but upon closer inspection, they would realise that these shapes 
have anomalies and are in a way bastardised. 
 
 
 



HRA: So you are kind of frustrating the drive to seek symmetry and perfection 
in geometry? 
 
GC: I suppose I’m expressing a kind of resignation, towards how these 
seemingly sacred forms are striving towards the unattainable. But there are 
also the trays that are designed to categorise and store the dice. They are 
designed in an overly pedantic manner such that there are individual and 
separate cavities for each die, shaped to accommodate its eroded facets. So 
despite the constant erosions, there are still moments of rest, however shortlived. 
 
HRA: But back to my question on narrative. How does narrative figure in this 
current work you’re making? 
 
GC: What I’m concerned with these days is the question of my position in the 
narratives I construct, whether I’m standing inside or outside the scene. Say, 
for Ultrasound, everyone has evacuated the flooded mall, including myself, 
the person attempting to document it. So I have to use sonar to see what is 
going on inside the mall. Similarly, in 72, I am the curious onlooker. I don’t 
throw the dice but I’m curious about what happens after the dice is thrown and 
to what kind of futures it points. 
 
HRA: The images in both 72 and Ultrasound suggest some form of mediation 
happening, a certain distancing from the thing itself by showing or pointing 
towards it through a mediating interface. I contrast this to your use of the more 
direct medium of photography in your earlier works, especially in Foxes and 
Wolves, which were furthermore marked by a certain theatrical presence. 
What accounts for this shift? 
 
GC: I like how you questioned why I gave up on the immediacy of photography for 
a more mediated form. The camera’s gaze always obscures parts of reality, such as 
the location of the photographer, what is happening behind her, and why she is 
there. So the photographic gaze is always already mediated. For Ultrasound, I 
cannot account for what happens when a mall is flooded since I have never 
experienced it. Using abstract shapes to suggest an ultrasound recording is thus a 
way to negotiate this gap in knowledge. Perhaps in so doing, the image becomes 
more open-ended. 
 
HRA: Let’s talk about After the Flood, which for me is a pivotal series in your 
practice. As photographs that have been hand-painted, they seem to mark a 
certain point of transition between photography and painting. They also mark 
the point at which you moved to the border between the forest and the city. 
 
GC: I see After the Flood, It Eludes Me, but I ’m Trying to Describe it to 
You and Ultrasound as a sort of trilogy. In After the Flood and It Eludes Me, 
I’m using the same subject of the weeds. In Ultrasound, the flood that is invoked 
in After the Flood takes place in present continuous tense. As you said, it was 
After the Flood that brought me into the city. When I was photographing that 
series, I stood on the pavement, away from the shrubs I was capturing. I was 
at the brink of the city, leading into the forest. I could feel the tension in the 
form of those railings that separated the two spaces from each other. Those 
railings were waist-high, so they were not completely prohibitive as you could 
climb over them. There were also no real consequences for such actions. So 
it made perfect sense for me to project a situation in which the earth 



transgresses this barrier and overwhelm the overly sanitary road and 
buildings of urban spaces. 
 
HRA: Yes, a lot of your works are very conscious of this barrier. Would you 
say that your turn towards abstraction, towards a distancing of the viewer from 
the thing itself an expression of this barrier? 
 
GC: I would say my works reflect this barrier, but they are also about its 
dilution. On which side of the railing is the wilderness—the unmanaged forest 
or the exorbitantly maintained garden city? I want to build a 360-degree 
observation tower where the railings are. That could be my last work or it 
could be a premise, where this tower is a device for viewers to enter and plot 
various futures and possibilities between the two wildernesses, being two 
places that have developed out-of-hand. 
 
HRA: This notion of a device brings us back to 72, in which the dice, just like 
the hypothetical tower you mentioned, are not narrative devices (devices that 
help to advance a single narrative), but devices for narrativity (devices that 
proliferate multiple narratives). 

 
GC: Yes, the dice here are devices for people to plot various outcomes. 
Perhaps we can even call them devices for hypotheses, insofar as they give 
rise to partial truths, approximations and likelihoods. In time, I might change 
my mind, but for now these narratives do not need conclusions, because the 
end points, abrupt as they appear, would allow for new works to propagate in 
multiple ways. 

 


